Abstract This paper analyzes the relation between income and emissions in the period , for all world countries. We consider time-series of CO 2 , SO 2 and GWP100, and use Vector Autoregressive models that allow for nonstationarity and cointegration. At 5 % significance level, income and emissions are found to be driven by unrelated random walks with drift (respectively by a common random walk with drift) in about 70 % (respectively 25 %) of cases; in the remaining cases the variables are trend-stationary. Tests of Granger-causality show evidence of both directions of causality. For the case of unrelated stochastic trends, we almost never find income driving emissions, as predicted by a consumption-function interpretation. These causality results and the absence of a common trend challenge the main implications of the Environmental Kuznets Curve, namely that the dominant direction of causality should be from income to emissions, and that for increasing levels of income, emissions should tend to decrease.
Introduction
The emissions-income relation is important both in the prediction of emissions concentrations and in the mitigation/adaptation policy debate, see Stern (2006) , IPCC (2007) and Keller (2009) . The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) hypothesis predicts that emissions follow an inverted U-shaped pathway as income rises.
1 This prediction is based on a consumption function interpretation of the emissions-income relation, where at higher levels of income, consumers are more willing to pay for environmental conservation.
The EKC hypothesis is widely used in scenarios and policy simulations, see e.g. the IPCC reports in Meehl et al. (2007) or in Chap. 3 .1 of Nakićenović and Swart (2000) . However, on the one hand, the statistical evidence on which the EKC is based is regarded by some as methodologically 'not robust', see Stern (2004) and Wagner (2008) . Empirically, on the other hand, the EKC hypothesis has been evaluated using CO 2 or SO 2 emissions, which are mainly the result of energy-related activities. The current evidence on the EKC may hence also be ascribed to the absence of a comprehensive measure of emissions, which included all human activities, especially agriculture. A reappraisal of the evidence on the emission-income relation with an appropriate methodology and emission measures Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00477-014-0929-9) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. appears highly desirable to inform both science and policy on future environmental degradation.
The methodological non-robustness of the evidence about the EKC hypothesis has been attributed by Stern (2004) to four sources of model mis-specifications, namely: (i) heteroskedasticity, (ii) simultaneity, (iii) omitted variable bias and (iv) cointegration issues. These problems are phrased in terms of the most-commonly used approach in the estimation of emissions-income relations, which relies on a quadratic (or polynomial) regression of emissions on income. 2 The present paper investigates the emissions-income relation taking a country-specific, time-series approach, employing a cointegrated Vector AutoRegressive (VAR) model. 3 This approach avoids the pitfalls of heterogeneity in the emissions-income relation across countries, which implies heteroskedasticity in a cross-sectional regressionsee (i) above. It also considers both directions of causality between emissions and income, see (ii) above, and it allows for cointegration and a dynamic specification, see (iv) above.
Omitted variables have also been indicated as a source of mis-specification in a regression context, see (iii) above. Here we observe that, if emissions and income contain a random walk component, and they share this stochastic trend, then this property is also present when considering additional variables. In this sense common trends (i.e. cointegration) are robust to the omission of a third variable, thus addressing issue (iii) above. Hence the present approach appears to go a long way in avoiding the sources of model mis-specification indicated by Stern (2004) .
Traditionally, the specification of the EKC has taken the form of a regression equation in which (log) emissions per capita are specified to be a quadratic polynomial in (log) income per capita. Equivalently, this situation is characterized by the fact that the slope of the emissions-income relation is a linear function of income.
Müller-Fürstenberger and Wagner (2007) and Wagner (2008) pointed out that the inclusion of the quadratic term in this time-series regression requires a different asymptotic analysis from the ones presently available in the literature; this would imply that the corresponding inference on the regression coefficients is incorrect. In order to avoid this pitfall, in this paper we approximate the slope of the emissions-income relation with a constant. We expect this approximation not to be critical in practice, because no country appears to have changed status from developing to developed within the current 1970-2008 sample, see the discussion in Sect. 3 below.
On the data issue, we consider three emission variables over the years taken from the EDGAR-v4.2 database EC-JRC/PBL (2011), namely CO 2 , SO 2 and a composite of all Kyoto-Protocol Greenhouse Gases measured by their global warming potential (denoted GWP100), using the standard UNFCCC metric for a 100-year projection. The comparison of results for these three chemical compounds allows to investigate how sensitive the evidence on the EKC is to the development of the energy-intensive human activities in different countries.
The EDGAR-v4.2 database provides global estimates for a range of emissions, and it applies the UNFCCC definition of human activities with IPCC emissions sectors. The comprehensiveness of the data set is three-fold and concerns geographical coverage, accountancy of all sectorspecific human activities and the complete chemical composition of each emitting source under consideration, see Sect. 4 and the Supplementary Material for more details. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first paper to investigate the income-emissions relation using GWP100 time-series, which offers a more comprehensive indication of Greenhouse-Gas-led climate change.
The trends for these three emission series are expected to be possibly different. Previous studies have concentrated attention on SO 2 because statistics on it were the most completely available; its inclusion in this study hence permits comparison with previous ones. Similarly to SO 2 , the series of CO 2 is mostly driven by combustion-related anthropogenic activity; one would hence expect a certain similarity between the trends in SO 2 and CO 2 . Unlike these two series, GWP100 contains many different anthropogenic activities including agriculture; the trends in GWP100 are hence expected to be possibly further away from the ones of SO 2 and CO 2 .
We distinguish between time series with a 'stochastic trend', i.e. with a random walk component, and series that are stationary around a linear deterministic trend. We call the latter 'trend-stationary' and the former 'differencestationary' or integrated series of order 1, I(1). In the I(1) (difference-stationary) case, the series can be co-integrated, i.e. they can share the same common stochastic trend(s).
At 5 % significance level, we find that for approximately 70 % of the cases, emissions and income are best described as I(1) series without a common trend; for one quarter of the cases we find them to be I(1) and cointegrated, and for the remaining 5 % of cases we find the series to be trend-stationary. These frequencies are consistent across different emission compounds, but are quite sensitive to the choice of the significance level. Moreover, different emissions for the same country do not necessarily show the same trending behavior, which implies that the activity mix is not the determining factor in the EKC analysis.
In case of cointegration, we run a cross-sectional regression as a robustness check of the linear specification. We find that the slope coefficient of income in the emission-income relation is unrelated to the average level of log national income per capita. This is in line with the assumed linear specification, and it does not reflect the prediction of the EKC hypothesis, under which the cross-section of slopes of countries' emissions should be a linear function of income.
We test for causality and we find evidence of both directions of causality. For the case of unrelated stochastic trends, we find that more often emissions are found to cause income (through growth rates) than vice versa; this shows a predominance of the interpretation of the emissions-income relation as a production function rather than as a consumption function, see Coondoo and Dinda (2002) . Again this is at odds with the implication of the EKC that increasing income would drive emissions down.
Failing to find evidence in favour of the EKC cannot prove absence of the EKC and it may be due to the limitations of the available dataset, in the form of too little informational content or lack of sufficient variation in the available period . Moreover it may be due to the potential omission of additional variables; this is left to future research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a review of the literature on the EKC, and to a detailed description of the approach taken in the present paper. Section 3 describes the model specification, while Sect. 4 describes the analyzed dataset. Section 5 reports results, and Sect. 6 concludes. Additional tables are provided in the Supplementary Material.
Literature review and the paper's approach
The analysis of the emissions-income relation is complicated by a number of potential problems, see Stern (2004) . These include the 'spurious regression' problem, heterogeneity in the emissions-income relation across countries, and the existence of a dynamic specification, possibly involving both directions of causality. We illustrate these problems in turn, reporting both the relevant literature and the way the present paper overcomes them.
Firstly, the presence of stochastic trends gives rise to the possibility of spurious regressions; Granger and Newbold (1974) and Phillips (1986) recognized this problem in modern econometrics and laid the foundation of its explanation. Nelson and Plosser (1982) found that many macroeconomic time series like income are well described as time series integrated of order 1, denoted I(1). 4 Stern and Kaufmann (1999) applied a similar analysis to environmental time series and they found that it is not unreasonable to assume that they are also I(1). This implies that the econometric tools required for the analysis of the emissions-income relation must allow for (possibly common) stochastic trends.
The same conclusion can be drawn from the analysis of Verbeke and De Clercq (2006) , who simulated two unrelated random walks and recorded the frequency of spuriously significant regressions for the standard quadratic regression specification of EKC. They found that, for most of their parameter configurations, in 40 % of cases the quadratic regression indicated significant coefficients, approximately the same frequency of countries for which Perman and Stern (2003) found support of the EKC on the basis of a quadratic regression. Their Monte Carlo experiment shows the importance of properly accounting for nonstationarity in the analysis of emissions-income relation. 5 The approach taken in the present paper investigates the order of integration and cointegration of emissions and income, and hence stays clear of the pitfall of spurious regression.
The type of trend in income and emissions, and their interactions, greatly influences the long-term forecast of these variables. If the trends are stochastic (i.e. the cointegration rank is 0 or 1), effects of shocks to the system may be permanent. If, instead, the trends are deterministic (corresponding to a cointegration rank equal to 2), emissions and income are stationary around a linear trend and the long-term behavior of emissions only depends on the deterministic trend, which represents factors different from income. This would exclude any reduction in emissions due to an increase in income, as suggested by the EKC hypothesis. Hence the analysis of the cointegration rank is highly informative on the type of trends present in income and emissions, and on their long-run implications.
An issue related to the spurious regression problem is the treatment of the quadratic term. The literature on EKC posits that the shape of the emissions-income relation is similar to an inverted-U shape in levels; this is captured by a slope of the emissions-income relation that is a polynomial of income. In the case of an inverted-U relation, the slope is a downward-sloping linear function of income. We approximate the slope with a constant, in order to be able to use existing asymptotic results from the linear cointegration literature, see Johansen (1996) . This approximation is bound not to be critical in practice because no country appears to have changed status from developing to developed within the current 1970-2008 sample, see the discussion in Sect. 3 below.
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As a robustness check for the linear specification, we consider the cross-section of estimates of emissionsincome slopes as a function of countries average income. We find that the slopes' coefficients do not align around any low-degree polynomial of income. This finding is at odds with the predictions of the EKC hypothesis.
A second difficulty encountered in the analysis of the emission-income relation is the one of cross-sectional heterogeneity. Countries in different stages of development and/or different degrees of trade openness possibly exhibit emission-income relations with different characteristics. This heterogeneity can be a source of mis-specification for instance in cross-country regression specifications that ignore it, and, albeit to a lesser extent, in panel data models, which require some degree of homogeneity. As pointed out by Müller-Fürstenberger and Wagner (2007) and Wagner (2008) , this calls for less restricted panel data methods that do not require a high degree of homogeneity, or to country-specific time series models, like the ones employed here.
In this paper no homogeneity is assumed at the outset; every country is treated with a totally specific parametrization. This does not require parameters for different countries to be different but allows them to be so. With this strategy, we can discuss how similar parameter estimates are ex-post. In this respect, therefore, the present analysis can be considered as a check of homogeneity. Our results show a high degree of heterogeneity.
One could suspect this heterogeneity to be the result of a lack of uniformity in the data-construction. In order to discard this as a possible explanation, we analyze the EDGAR-v4.2 dataset, which is highly scrutinized in order to maintain a consistent, technology-based, bottom-up inventory of emissions across all countries, all anthropogenic sectors and all chemical substances, see Balsamà et al. (2014) . The high degree of heterogeneity in the results cannot hence be ascribed to the quality of the data.
The third difficulty in the analysis of the emissionsincome relation is the fact that such a relation may well be a dynamic one, and not a static one as is traditionally assumed by the EKC hypothesis. The dynamics of the responses of emissions and income may or may not involve feedback from emissions to income and vice-versa. This opens up the question of the direction of Granger-causality between emissions and income, which helps to distinguish between the competing interpretations of the emissionsincome relation as a production and/or a consumption function, see e.g. Siebert (2008) .
In fact, the causality from income to emissions is a characteristic of the interpretation of the emissions-income relation as a consumption function, where emissions are a bad item from the point of view of consumer preferences. The causality from emissions to income is instead a characteristic of the emissions-income relation as a production function, where emissions are associated with an input in the production function. Assessing the direction of causality is hence a way to investigate the prevalent economic characteristic of the income-emissions nexus and to predict the effects of a change in income or in emissions on the other variable. Coondoo and Dinda (2002) have analysed causality between income and CO 2 using panel data models on the levels of the variables.
In this paper we extend the analysis of causality allowing income and emissions to be integrated and possibly cointegrated. This implies that one may have causality in growth rates alone, or causality through the growth rates as well as through the equilibrium correction mechanism. Finally, if the variables are found to be trend-stationary, we analyse causality in levels.
The present cointegrated VAR models hence provide a unified framework to address the issues of nonstationarity, heterogeneity and the dynamic nature of the emissionsincome relation, where causality can be investigated according to the type of model selected by the data. The cointegrated VAR approach has recently received increasing attention in the literature on the emissions-income relation: Ang (2007) analyses CO 2 emissions and income for France; Baek et al. (2009) analyze SO 2 , income and trade using data for 50 countries; Coondoo and Dinda (2008) analyse CO 2 emissions, income and inequality measures for data aggregated over continents. The present paper takes the same approach at country level, for more than 150 countries, applying it on GWP100, SO 2 and CO 2 emission time series.
Model specification
Consider the following standard reduced-form specification of the emissions-income relation
where e t is log of emissions per capita, y t is log of per capita income, u t is some stationary error and t ¼ 1; 2; . . . indicates discrete time. This specification is used e.g. in Tamazian and Rao (2010) with additional variables measuring inflation, foreign direct investment, price liberalization and trade openness. Because we wish to investigate the presence of common trends in emissions and income without controlling for extra factors, we omit the remaining variables. Equation (1) implies that, if e t and y t are trending, they have a common trend, because u t is stationary. In particular when e t and y t are integrated of order 1, I(1), then Eq. (1) is a cointegrating relation in the sense of Engle and Granger (1987) . This implies that the commonality of trends in emissions and income corresponds to the presence of a cointegrating relation. Tests on the cointegrating rank are hence tests of the presence of a common trend of the form in Eq. (1).
The economic rationale for an income-emission relation is well summarized in Stern (2004) and Müller-Fürsten-berger and Wagner (2007) . The implied reduced-form emissions-income relation is usually taken to be of the following form
which differs from Eq. (1) by the inclusion of the quadratic term b 3 y 2 t . An equivalent way to obtain the quadratic specification is by allowing the slope coefficient b 2 in Eq. (1) to be a linear function of y t . In fact, replacing the slope coefficient b 2 in Eq. (1) with a polynomial in y t , like n 0 þ n 1 y t or, more in general, with P d j¼0 n j y j t , one obtains a polynomial specification of e t as a function of y t (of order d þ 1). When d ¼ 1 one finds Eq. (2) with b 2 ¼ n 0 , b 3 ¼ n 1 , while d ¼ 0 corresponds to the original linear specification in Eq. (1).
Müller-Fürstenberger and Wagner (2007) and Wagner (2008) pointed out that including the quadratic regressor y 2 t in Eq. (2) when y t is an I(1) process invalidates both the asymptotic normality for stationary regressions and the limit distribution results derived for the linear cointegration case. In order to avoid this pitfall, in this paper we decided to adopt a linear approximation to the EKC, see (1), based on the the following rationale.
Consider for instance the EKC of the form f ðyÞ ¼ World countries are classified as developed ones (or Annex I Parties to the UNFCCC), and developing ones (or non-Annex I Parties to the UNFCCC). We observe that in the literature the categorisation of countries in Annex I and non-Annex I is widely accepted to be constant over the time span of the data , with no country moving from one group to the other one.
Next consider two countries, namely a developing country (country A) and a developed one (country B). Assume that, over the sample period 1970-2008, country A (respectively B) increased its per capita income from y ¼ 1 to 2 (respectively from y ¼ 3 to 4). For country A, the part of the EKC that is visible within this sample will be the arc joining the points ð1; f ð1ÞÞ and ð2; f ð2ÞÞ; for country B it will be the arc joining the points ð3; f ð3ÞÞ and ð4; f ð4ÞÞ. The left graph in Fig. 1 reports the linear approximation of the two arcs. The linear approximations yields a positive slope for country A, and a negative one for country B.
Hence, if the EKC is valid and countries stay within their category either as developing or as developed countries, the linear approximation is reasonable, and estimates of slopes for different countries should align around the dot-dashes, green line of the left graph of Fig. 1 . The right graph of Fig. 1 reports the same line and a possible hypothetical set of slopes coming from a random sample of countries. expected realization of country slopes; this sample was generated using a uniform random sample of y values in ½0; 5, and adding Nð0; 1Þ noise to the corresponding theoretical slopes 7 The points in the right graph in Fig. 1 were obtained by selecting y values in the interval ½0; 5 using a uniform distribution, and adding Nð0; 1Þ noise to the corresponding slopes.
Hence using the linear specification in Eq.
(1) appears to be a viable approximation of the quadratic specification in (2). The (possible) associated approximation of the slope with a constant is bound not to be critical in practice if c 0 þ c 1 y t is varying not too rapidly with y t ; we expect this to be the case in our sample, because no country has apparently moved from non-Annex I to Annex I within the 1970-2008 sample. We return on this issue in the robustness checks presented in Sect. 5.5 below.
In order to account for both stochastic and (linear) deterministic trends we assume that e t and y t are generated (or well-described) by a vector autoregressive process (VAR) of the following form
Here e t are independent and identically Nð0; XÞ-distributed n Â 1 vectors, A j and X are n Â n matrices and l 0 and l 1 are n Â 1 vectors of parameters, where n ¼ 2. In the following we write Eq. (3) concisely as AðLÞx t ¼ l 0 þ l 1 t þ e t with x t :¼ ðe t ; y t Þ 0 (a column vector), where AðLÞ :
In the following we also use the first difference operator
Different AR polynomials give rise to stationary (meanreverting) or nonstationary (trending) x t processes. In particular, a subclass of Eq. (3) generates I(1) processes, which possess a trending behavior. I(1) processes are hence called 'stochastic trends'. If x t is I(1) one has 'cointegration' when there exist r linearly independent relations of x t , collected as columns in the matrix b, such that b 0 x t is a stationary process; in this case r is called the 'cointegration rank'. Granger's Representation Theorem, see Johansen (1996) , Theorem 4.2, states that the cointegration rank r and the number of (common) stochastic trends n À r are complementary in I(1) systems, i.e. their sum gives the number of variables n, where n ¼ 2 in the present case.
Here we label the case 0\r\n (which for n ¼ 2 just consists of r ¼ 1) as the cointegrated case. In the case r ¼ 0, there are 2 unrelated I(1) trends; we call this the 'unrelated random walks' case. Finally when r ¼ 2, there are no I(1) trends and the process x t is stationary around the deterministic trend l 0 þ l 1 t (provided l 1 6 ¼ 0); this case is called the 'trend-stationary' case.
Remark that the three cases of r ¼ 0 (unrelated random walks), r ¼ 1 (cointegration) and r ¼ 2 (trend-stationary case) imply very different behaviors for the trends governing emissions and income. In the unrelated random walks case, the two variables are driven by two unrelated stochastic trends. This is contrary to the prediction of the EKC hypothesis. In the cointegrated case, there is a single common stochastic trend; this is in line with Eq. (1).
Finally, in the trend-stationary case, emissions and income may influence each other only in the short run, and their long-run movements are dictated by the slope of the linear trends. Also this case is contrary to the prediction of the EKC hypothesis. Hence the only case which accords with the EKC hypothesis is the cointegrated case, and discriminating among these possibilities (i.e. choosing the cointegration rank) is of high interest for the EKC debate.
Data
We consider emissions per capita covering GWP100, SO 2 , and CO 2 taken from the EDGAR-v4.2 database EC-JRC/ PBL (2011). The EDGAR-v4.2 database provides consistent global estimates for a range of emissions, and it covers the full IPCC emissions category set. The consistency of the data set is three-fold and concerns the following aspects.
1. Geographical coverage: all world countries are taken into account with the same methodology using standard IPCC (2006) Baek et al. (2009) , henceforth referred to as BCK, we report complete results for the 50 countries considered in their paper. We subdivide these 50 countries into two groups: BI, which are Annex I countries, and BnI, which includes non-Annex I countries. The BI group consists of 23 countries, the BnI is made of 27 countries. The remaining countries are referred to as the Rest of the World group (RoW); for the RoW group we report more aggregated results. Emissions and/or GDP data were missing or incomplete for some countries, which resulted in 153, 149, 151 valid complete datasets for GWP100, SO 2 and CO 2 respectively. For brevity, in the following tables and figures GWP100 is abbreviated to GWP.
Sample graphs of the data are reported in Figs. 2 and 3 , where we consider the case of the US for illustration. Figure 2 reports the time-series plots of US emissions and income per-capita, in log-levels (left panel) and first difference (right panel). One observes that log-levels are trending, while the first differences appear stationary (mean-reverting). For comparison we also report a simulated random walk, denoted as log GMC, shorthand for 'Gas Monte Carlo'. From these observations one infers that Fig. 3 Cross plot of the logarithms of US GWP, US SO 2 , US CO 2 versus the logarithm of US GDP, 1970 GDP, -2008 . The bottom right panel reports the cross plot of a simulated random walk (log GMC) versus the logarithm of US GDP. The data is the same as the one reported in Fig. 2 emissions and income are both trending variables, with a trend that is not dissimilar from a stochastic trend generated by I(1) processes. Figure 3 reports cross-plots of emissions versus income in the US, 1970 US, -2008 . These graphs are reminiscent of stages along the inverted U relationship predicted by the EKC hypothesis. However, these relations may well be spurious, as it is argued in Verbeke and De Clercq (2006) . This possibility is demonstrated by the lower-right panel of Fig. 3 , which reports the cross plot of the simulated random walk log GMC versus the log of US GDP. Eyeinspection of this graph would indeed conform to the inverted-U relationship narrative of the EKC, where instead the two series are stochastically independent; this relation is hence spurious. Therefore, the apparent emission-income relation in cross plots of emissions versus income in levels may well be the artifact of the presence of (possibly unrelated) trending variables. We next turn to the the empirical results.
Empirical results
This section describes the empirical results of the analysis. We concentrate attention on the following aspects: the selection of the VAR lag length k, the analysis of the cointegration rank and (possibly) of the co-integration coefficients and tests of the various forms of Granger-causality. These aspects are treated in turn in the next sections. A final section report robustness checks on the linear specification.
Choice of lag length
The statistical analysis of the VAR model starts with the choice of lag length k in (3). Following standard practice, we relied on Schwarz's criterion for the choice of lag length; this selection criterion selects the correct k with probability 1 as the sample size increases not only for stationary processes but also for I(1) processes with cointegrated variables and for trend-stationary processes, see (Lütkepohl and Kratzig (2004) , Chap. 3) and reference therein. We varied k among the values 2, 3 and 4, and we chose the model which minimized Schwarz's criterion. We excluded the value k ¼ 1 because the dynamics of the system would be overly restricted. 8 For the BI group, k ¼ 2 was the selected lag length for all country-chemical compound combinations. The same applied to the selected BnI group, except for the following cases, where k ¼ 3 was selected: Brasil-CO 2 , El Salvador-GWP and SO 2 , Peru-GWP. Results are reported in Table 1 for the remaining RoW countries, along with total counts. The overall percentage of selected lag-length k equal to 2 is above 93 % for all chemical compounds; in the remaining cases k ¼ 3 and 4 were selected. This shows that there is (an albeit small) heterogeneity in lag-lengths across countries and chemical compounds.
In their study, Baek et al. (2009) 
Cointegration rank
In this section we report estimates of the cointegration rank r, which is the rank of the matrix P :¼ ÀAð1Þ. Johansen (1996) Chap. 12, describes a procedure for the estimation of the cointegration rank r based on a sequence of likelihood ratio (LR) tests, which we summarize here. The LR tests are based on the maximized likelihood for models of the form in Eq. (3) under the restriction HðjÞ : r j:
The LR test that compares models HðjÞ and HðnÞ is called the 'trace test' and it is indicated as LRðjjnÞ; its limiting distribution has been derived and tabulated, see Johansen (1996) RoW, Rest of the World refers to countries non included in BCK, and it includes both Annex I and non-Annex I countries. Missing values are due to countries with incomplete datasets to 1, otherwise one selects r equal to 2. This procedure selects the correct rank r with probability at least equal to 1 À c in large samples, where c is the significance level used in the tests LRð0j2Þ and LRð1j2Þ, see Johansen (1996) . In order to measure the sensitivity of the selection of the cointegration rank with respect to c, we computed the tests LRð0j2Þ and LRð1j2Þ. The selected cointegration ranks for significance levels c ¼ 0:10; 0:05; 0:01 are reported in Tables 2, 3 and 4. It can be seen that for the majority of countries r is selected equal to 0. This percentage varies with the significance level and chemical compound; overall the frequency of r ¼ 0 for GWP, SO 2 , CO 2 , are of 69, 68, and 71 % respectively at significance level c ¼ 0:05; the frequency of r ¼ 1 is instead of 26, 26, and 27 % respectively.
When varying c across 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, one finds that for GWP the frequency of r ¼ 0 goes from 56 to 84 %; similar variations are found for SO 2 and CO 2 . Ranges of a similar amplitude are also found for the choices r ¼ 1 and r ¼ 2. Hence the variation in the selected cointegration ranks with respect to c is substantial. While this aspect requires care in the interpretation of the results, one needs to fix the significance level for subsequent analyses; we fixed it at c ¼ 0:05.
The frequency of r ¼ 0 varies also with country group, especially for GWP. At c ¼ 0:05 for GWP, SO 2 , CO 2 it goes from 65, 52, 65 % for the BI group to 78, 74, 74 % for the BnI group. One can observe a relatively higher frequency of no cointegration in the BnI group for the GWP series, which contains more diverse anthropogenic activities. Thus one finds significant variation also across country groups.
The estimated cointegration rank is not always the same for different chemical compounds of each single country. For the US, for instance, r is selected equal to 1 for GWP and CO 2 and it is estimated equal to 2 for SO 2 at significance level 0.05. This signals that for some chemical compounds one may have a level relationship, while for others there may not exist a level relation.
10 On a global scale, the hypothesis of a level relation between emissions and income is in the majority of cases at odds with the data.
Remark that r ¼ 0 is selected more often for GWP than for CO 2 and SO 2 . For the selected 50 countries in the BI and BnI groups, it can be seen that when no cointegration is found for CO 2 and for SO 2 , this also applies for GWP. This may be due to the presence of many different anthropogenic activities including agriculture in GWP, for which the hypothesis of a single and stable production technology over the sample period may be harder to meet than for CO 2 and SO 2 .
Finally, for approximately 5 % of cases the variables are found to be trend-stationary, i.e. r is selected equal to 2. In these cases, there is no influence of income on emissions in the long run, whose path is governed by the deterministic linear trend.
Level relations
In this section we present estimates of the cointegrating relations between emissions and income when the system is found to be I(1) and cointegrated, i.e. when r equals 1.
When the VAR is I(1) and cointegrated, one has Að1Þ ¼ Àab 0 with a and b of dimension n Â r and of full column rank r; in this case the system can be rewritten in the form of an Error Correction Model (ECM), see Davidson et al. (1978) , 
ecm t is stationary and describes (a deviation from) an equilibrium relation. Remark that the linear combination b 1 x 1tÀ1 þ b 2 x 2tÀ1 is stationary around the linear trend Àb D t; this linear combination is called a 'level relation'.
We are interested in the statistical significance of the coefficients b 1 and b 2 , i.e. in the hypothesis
This hypothesis is a special case of the test b ¼ Hu where H is a known n Â s matrix; the likelihood ratio test for this hypothesis are discussed in Johansen (1996) Chap. 7.2, who showed that it has a standard v 2 limit distribution with rðn À sÞ degrees of freedom; in the present case rðn À sÞ ¼ 1. Note that, for consistency with the choice of cointegrating rank, one cannot have both b 1 ¼ 0 and
Remark that if hypothesis (6) is not rejected for i ¼ 2, say, it means that x 1t is stationary around a linear trend with slope Àb D =b 1 . If, on the other hand, the hypothesis in Eq. (6) is rejected for i ¼ 1 (i.e. b 1 6 ¼ 0), then Eq. (5) can be normalized for identification by setting b 1 ¼ À1, implying that
After this normalization, one 10 Given that the GDP series for the US is common to the system with GWP and SO 2 , the selected ranks of 1 and 2 are not consistent, because GDP either contains an I(1) component or not. This is a limitation of the inferential procedure. In the following we do not try to resolve these conflicts, but proceed in the analysis taking the selected cointegration rank as given. could interpret b 2 as the long-run slope of the level relation between x 1t and x 2t .
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The estimates of b 2 were obtained after testing for their significance using hypothesis (6). More precisely, we first tested hypothesis (6) on single coefficients for i ¼ 1; 2; D. We next retained all variables for which (6) was rejected, and tested that the remaining coefficients were all simultaneously equal to zero.
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Also this second test is a special case of the hypothesis b ¼ Hu, and inference is asymptotically v 2 . If the joint hypothesis was not rejected, we estimated b under this restriction; otherwise we relaxed the 0 restriction on the variable which yielded the highest p-value in the single variable test, and repeated the procedure until the joint test of the excluded coefficients was insignificant.
Overall, the vector b ¼ ðÀ1; 0; 0Þ 0 (which implies stationarity of emissions) was selected only for the following chemical compound-country pairs; GWP: Bahrain, Chad, Tonga; SO 2 : Albania, Cambodia, Comoros, Ecuador, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Turkey, Uganda; CO 2 : Brunei D., Cambodia, Mexico. The vector b ¼ ð0; À1; 0Þ 0 implying that income is stationary was selected only for Malta CO 2 .
Granger causality
In this section we discuss Granger causality between emissions and income within the VAR model implied by the cointegration analysis of the previous sections. We discuss the cases of r ¼ 0, 1 and 2 in turn. We consider Granger causality only for a 1-step ahead prediction horizon. 13 The asymptotic distributions of the tests in this section are found applying the results in Johansen (1996) is not an elasticity due to the presence of dynamics in the system, see Johansen (2005) for an interpretation of identified cointegrating coefficients in terms of a counterfactual experiment involving the long-run of the system. Here we simply interpret b 2 as the slope of the emissions-income relation.
12 If the corresponding hypotheses implied both b 1 ¼ b 2 ¼ 0, we relaxed the restriction on the coefficient of x 1t or x 2t with highest pvalue in the single-coefficient significance tests. 13 The analysis for longer prediction horizons is more articulate, see Dufour et al. (2006) , Omtzigt and Paruolo (2005) and Fanelli and Paruolo (2010) , and goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
and Lütkepohl (2005) , and they are simply stated in the following without further references. If r ¼ 0, the VAR equations (4) reduce to
If the off-diagonal coefficients of C i are non-zero, indicated as C i;hj for h 6 ¼ j ¼ 1; 2, then one has Granger-causality from Dx j;tÀi to Dx ht , which we call 'causality in the growth rates'. The relevant hypothesis of absence of Grangercausality in the growth rates is given by
For this hypothesis we construct a Wald test, which has a v 2 asymptotic distribution with k À 1 degrees of freedom.
We indicate this test as W D h , to reflect that this is a Wald test for the absence of Granger-causality on Dx ht from the lagged differences Dx j;tÀi .
Results are summarized in Table 5 . It can be seen that both directions of causality are detected and that for all country groups emissions appear to be Granger-causing income in growth rates more often than vice versa. This shows prevalence of a production function interpretation of the emissions-income relation.
If r ¼ 1, causality is analyzed on system (4). Similarly to the case of r ¼ 0, the hypothesis (8) of noncausality in the growth rates applies. However, in this case one can also have feedback from variable x j;tÀ1 to Dx h;t through the ab 0 matrix. In particular if
where a ¼ ða 1 ; a 2 Þ 0 , then there is no causality going from ecm t to Dx t;h , and we say that x h;t does not adjust with respect to the equilibrium. If b j 6 ¼ 0, then a test of (9) is a test of non-causality of the levels x j;tÀ1 on Dx h;t . We construct the associated Wald t-ratio, which has an asymptotically standard normal distribution. We indicate this test as t h . Moreover, we also consider Wald statistics for joint hypothesis (8)- (9); this test is a test of non-causality of x t;j in the prediction of Dx t;h when b j 6 ¼ 0, and it is a test of a sufficient condition for non-causality when b j ¼ 0. We indicate this test as W h ; it has an asymptotically v 2 distribution with k degrees of freedom.
There is also a different interpretation of the hypothesis (9) in terms of the common trend in the system, based on the common trends representation in Granger's Representation Theorem. When (9) is true, the common stochastic trend is proportional to the cumulation of e ht , the shocks to the h-th equation. Hence one can interpret (9) as a test of whether shocks to income or to emissions are driving the single stochastic trend in the emissions-income system.
Results are summarized in Table 6 . It can be seen that both directions of causality are detected. Unsurprisingly, hypothesis (9) is often rejected. The few insignificant cases allow for the interpretation in terms of driving stochastic trends discussed earlier. Both causality in the growth rates and overall causality is found to be significant in the majority of cases, for all country groups. For the BI and BnI groups there does not appear to be a preferred direction of causality. For the RoW group, one finds a slight prevalence of causality from emissions to income for GWP and SO 2 .
If r ¼ 2, causality is analyzed directly on system (3). If the off-diagonal coefficients of A i matrices are non-zero, indicated as A i;hj for h 6 ¼ j, h; j ¼ 1; 2, then one has causality going from x j;tÀh to Dx h;t , and we say that one has 'causality in levels'. In order to test that all lags of variable j, i.e. x j;tÀi for i ¼ 1; . . .; k, have no influence on equation for x ht , the relevant hypothesis of non-causality is
For this hypothesis we construct a Wald test, which we indicate as W 2 h to indicate that it pertains to the case r ¼ 2. The test has a v 2 asymptotic distribution with k degrees of freedom. Results are summarized in Table 7 . Only a few cases show trend-stationarity; here there does not seem to be a prevalent direction of causality. 
Robustness checks
As discussed in Sect. 3, the present analysis employs a linear specification for the EKC, see (1), possibly as an approximation to a quadratic relation, see (2). In this section we report robustness checks on this linearity assumption; results favor the adopted linear specification.
Specifically, for the countries with selected cointegration rank r equal to 1, we considered the possibility of a cross-section dependence of the slope coefficients b 2i on income y i . A linear dependence would the expected under a quadratic specification (2), see the right panel of Fig. 1 . Figure 4 reports the estimates of b 2 plotted against the sample average country log GDP per capita as a summary measure of country income y i ; the cases of b 2 ¼ 0 or b 2 ¼ À1 have been discarded. The figure shows that the estimates do not align along a polynomial of income as suggested by the EKC hypothesis. Indeed there appears to be no simple relation between the estimated b 2 and average per capita income.
Regressing the estimates of b 2 on countries' average log GDP gave a positive slope for GWP and CO2, and a negative but insignificant one for SO2, see Table 8 . This observation is not in line with the EKC expectation of an inverted U emissions-income relation, which is associated with a negative slope in the ðb 2 ; yÞ plane, see the discussion of Fig. 1 . The t-statistics with robust White standard errors were all insignificant. 14 These regressions presuppose homogeneity in the emissions-income relation, and the absence of cross-sectional dependence across countries; both are questionable assumptions, which are however routinely adopted in the cross-sectional literature on the EKC and IPCC scenarios. Hence, even when we adopt these hypotheses taken from the cross-sectional literature on the EKC some of which supported the idea of an inverted U emissions-income relation, we cannot find evidence of it.
We conclude that the data in our sample does not show evidence of the expected relation between slopes and income as predicted by the EKC hypothesis. Table 8 indicates the p-value for a one-sided test against the alternative f i \0, while Pðjtj [ t f i Þ is the p-value against a two-sided alternative.
Conclusions
The present analysis is free from many of the limitations previously encountered in the analysis of the emissionsincome relation. It also exploits a very comprehensive Greenhouse Gas and Air pollutant emissions dataset for all world countries. The statistical evidence reported in the previous sections shows the presence of heterogeneity across countries and chemical compounds for the emissions-income relation. The cointegration rank, the directions of causality, and (to a lesser extent) the lag-length vary significantly. This shows the relevance of statistical methods that do not rely on the homogeneity assumption, such as the ones employed in this paper.
The present approach does not suffer from simultaneity problems. In fact when we find cointegration, there is no issue of identification of the cointegrating relations, because there is only one of them. Moreover, by embedding all the analysis in a dynamical system, we can address the issue of direction of causality through appropriate statistical testing, in a unified modelling approach which takes advantage of the previous inference on the cointegration rank.
Finally the issue of omitted variable bias is here minimized, because if emissions and income have a common trend, this property is also present when considering a group of variables which includes emissions and income, but not vice versa. In this sense common trends and cointegration are 'robust' with respect to the omission of other variables.
The results of the analysis challenge the standard implications of the EKC hypothesis, namely that the predominant direction of causality should be from income to emissions, and that for increasing levels of income, emissions should tend to decrease. These implications are in fact at odds with the statistical inference in this paper on the cointegration rank and on the direction of causality between emissions and income.
The analysis of the cointegration rank is found to discriminate among several types of trends in emissionsincome systems, for different countries and chemical compounds. In the majority of cases (314 out of 453) no income-emissions relation exists in levels, and the income and emissions time series are driven by two different random walks with drift. This finding is contrary to the prediction of a level relation on which the EKC is based.
In the cases where such a relation exists (40 cases for GWP, 38 for SO 2 and 41 or CO 2 ), the income and emissions time series are driven by the same random walk with drift. The slope coefficients estimated in these cases, however, do not align along a polynomial of average income across countries, as predicted by the EKC.
In the remaining cases (8 for GWP, 9 for SO 2 and 3 for CO 2 ) the income and emissions time series are driven by a linear trend. In this group of cases, no help can come from increasing income for the reduction of emissions in the longrun. This evidence is mostly for SO 2 , with 5 countries in the BI group (Belgium, Finland, Spain, Switzerland, USA).
The analysis of directions of causality reveals that both directions of causality are present. For the cases with no income-emissions relation in levels, we almost never find presence of a consumption function interpretation. This is in contrast with the underlying assumptions for the IPCC climate scenarios, based on the EKC hypothesis, where a consumption function factor is determining the decrease of emissions after a threshold level of income. Moreover, these findings are not sensitive to the activity mix underlying the emissions of different chemical compounds.
All these results challenge the plausibility of the EKC hypothesis and of its standard implication that at increasing levels of income, emissions tend to decrease. Failure to find evidence in favour of the EKC, however, cannot prove absence of it; this may be due to the limitations of the available data.
